2020 U.S. Department of Defense
Companies Screened due to Greater than 10 Percent of Gross Revenues from Prime Contracts with the U.S. DoD

Aerojet Rocketdyne Holdings
AeroVironment
Air Transport Services Group*
ASGN*
Avon Rubber
BAE Systems
Ball*
BK Technologies*
Boeing
Booz Allen Hamilton
CACI International
Cermer*
Chemring Group
Cleveland BioLabs*
CPI Aerostructures*
Cubic
Curtiss-Wright
DLH Holdings*
Dynasil of America*
Emergent BioSolutions*
Energy Focus*
FLIR Systems
Frequency Electronics*
Genasys*
Genedrive*
General Dynamics
Giga-tronics*
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock
Griffon*
Hanger*
Healthcare Trust of America*
Honeywell International*
Hornbeck Offshore Services (Louisiana)*
Hudson Technologies*
Huntington Ingalls Industries
Iridium Communications
Itamar Medical*
KBR*
Kratos Defense & Security Solutions
L3Harris Technologies
Leidos Holdings
Lockheed Martin
Luna Innovations*
Moog
National Presto Industries
Northrop Grumman
Ocean Power Technologies
Oshkosh
PAR Technology
Parsons*
PureTech Health*
Raytheon Technologies
Science Applications International
SIGA Technologies*
Tactile Systems Technology*
Teledyne Technologies
Tel-Instrument Electronics*
Tetra Tech*
Textron
Ultra Electronics Holdings
Unisys*
Vectrus*
Vocera Communications*

1 Public companies that received prime contract awards during Federal Fiscal Year ending 9/30/2019.

* denotes new to the list for 2020

Removed from the 2019 list —
Astronics; Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings; Austal; BWX Technologies; Comtech Communications; Engility Holdings; ESCO Technologies; Esterline Technologies; Express Scripts Holding; Harris; Hawaiian Electric Industries; Hawaiian Telecom; Humana; Inovio Pharmaceuticals; Jacobs Engineering Group; KEYW Holding; ManTech International; Maxar Technologies; Orbit International; Perspecta; Rockwell Collins; ViaSat; VSE; Wesco Aircraft Holdings.

This list has been developed on a best effort basis by Kayne Anderson Rudnick.